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a) Aim of the study, touching on the issue

In Hungary from the 1960’s disputves were begun around cultural themes, financing of culture and its economic connections. These were motivated by those time’s new economical considerations. To feel the opportunity of the cultural changing times in the middle of the 70’s they started systematic, scientific cultural-economic researching. This work began with the analysis of wide domestic and foreign specialised literature, interpretation of the basic notions, looking at the reasons from the economical standpoint of culture.

In my dissertation I enclosed the beginning of the domestic economic-viewed, systematic scientific research of culture; the time between 1974 and 1989; its typical specialised literature and some parts of empirical analysis. I also give an outlined view for the 1990’s. Basically my dissertation is theory-history and analytical-statistic type.

My aim was, after looking through the reasons for research of the economical point of view of culture, to analyse the culture-theoretical disputes which were typical at that period; to sketch the views about the development’s cultural dimension on the basis of the international specialised literature; furthermore, to interpret the wider and narrower culture’s concept; for all of these context’s and the category of the cultural sphere.

I have set myself the task to present and analyse the dimensions of economic research of culture; to specify the theme of the cultural economy; to survey the relationship between the economic theories and cultural sphere, as well as the period’s theoretical course of culture-economic research.

On the field of empirical research one of my aims was to present the macro-economical tendencies of Hungary’s cultural financing through the heterogeneous and the heteronym statistics and different analyses. My further aim was to write down today’s financial structure and to work out the schemes; to make clear the notions of civilian and non-profit sectors, and the cultural homes’ complex analysis by political, statistical and economical consideration.

I drafted new research missions that follow from the explored issues.
b) Sketch out the used methods
I endeavoured to analyse and summarise the domestic and foreign specialised literature and documents. I collected and systematised statistical resources. During the parsing I used the methods of ordinary statistics, termed dynamical and the structural comparing. From all of these I made theoretical conclusions and have shown numerated tendencies and structural changes.

c) List the thesis’ conclusions
At the first chapter of my dissertation I analysed the approach of the opportunities and the related notion of culture’s point of views; examined the wide and narrow concept of culture, specified the categories of the cultural sphere. I presented how (in the 1970’s and 1980’s) culture has risen as an economical problem at that time.

After the World War II the direct reason for the joining of economic and designing interest of the cultural process and condition was the changing structure of the workforce. A different outgrowth from this reason was the financial problems of the cultural institutions (knowledge-mediator systems). Behind these we can find the deeper, basic reason, which was the control dilemma of the society with ambition for awareness (state intervention). In the industrially developed countries after the World War II the economical growth and correcting the standard of living could not be continued solely by the ordinary production factors (land; simple physical work; capital which is embodied in material goods). At the developing countries the deepening gap between backwardness and development could not be ironed out without creating the “intellectual infrastructure”. Therefore arose the question; if the central board (economic and political) should do anything for the dynamical harmony between the economic-development and level of education. Namely if education, culture and knowledge acquiring could be part of the economic development.

The approach of the essential education-economical works refers to that they considered the growth factor not just skill but widely, education and knowledge – though these could not measure the economical effect.

In the analysed term the economic modernisation of cultural philosophy and notions was a difficult problem to solve. When the disputes about the wider and narrower culture were going on at the same time workers of schools, cultural homes, theatres and cinemas had physical and irrational regulation problems. It was proved that in the middle 1980’s the physical regulations overburdened the problems of control and had close connection with the theoretical contradictions. There were close connections between interpreting the notions and the judgement of the time’s cultural relations and process (clearly: understanding problems).

One of the defining possibilities of notions was the philosophical, theoretical type. In the course of this it became an existence problem whether the question of connections among society, culture and a way of living. The other one was an ethnographical, anthropological type: in this case the problem of “culture turn up” at defining the empirical research’s data, and the generalisation of the theoretical experiences. At the third approach the question was what could be considered culture from the financial and statistical data collection. This approach was more different from the first two: not only for the abstraction’s other level, but for the attitudes direct practical results.

During the years of 1970’s and 1980’s the following motivated the development of domestic cultural discussions: seeking of the social origin’s economical growth; searching for the reasons of social development. Accordingly faith in the economic-centralised growth was shaken; therefore the seeking of social parts and explanations led them to the problem of culture.
At the beginning hidden, later more and more a direct scientific fight was started against the mechanical, Stalinist interpretations of exist and mind, basis and superstructure accordingly: recognition of the teleological man-work’s consequence of social organisation needed a different approach, such as technical and organisational ambitions for modernisation. Recognising the interdependence among the part systems of social re-production; and its “concrete dialects”, the hierarchy’s empirically captivating research increasing the knowledge about the world and the gap of some layer’s knowledge accordingly: discovery the cultural dissension. Enlarging the role of financial consumption accordingly: the problem of alienation and with this the valued consumption. Presence of new communicational techniques accordingly: the intellectual production became industrial-type and global. Crisis of the socialist adult education accordingly: recognition of the layered, divided society and the choice of intellectual fact and opportunity.

Those time’s opportunities make a connection between cultural theories specifically the narrower and wider culture concept and the economic analysis. Inside the latter: looking out from the trap of the contrast between basis and superstructure, financial and intellectual production, productive and unproductive works they had to fight with an other trap’s real danger. Those time’s points of view and expectations which would liked to measure everything, forced to justify the connections at least stochastically, were similarly pressed-in type. The possibility to join together the UNESCO’s works and the literature of 1980’s became the key to the theoretically based newer approach. People who worked on economic analysis made a consensus about the concept of culture: they should use a notion of culture that is measurable by statistics and suitable for covering economically analysable cultural areas’.

Analysing the cultural theoretical disputes by the economic and sociological point of views I made the conclusion that people increased the re-structuring of social life beginning with integration, adaptation and renewing their workforce ability. Needed, but not enough of this condition to produce material goods and to fulfil the material like consumer expectations. Although from the international and domestic specialised literature we can find many different definitions for culture there is no doubt that a group of these definitions are part of the immaterial, uneconomic dimension of the social life’s re-structuring. Concept of the cultural sphere concludes the following: special
organisation or institution-system of the preservation, production, division and consumption of knowledge; this institution-system’s main activities and from these outcome products and productions (cultural goods and services); social control from the direct institutional and activity system; altogether specified cultural connections and processes.

Culture (widely meaning) is a relative-notion and at the same time these relations, inhabitations, life style, social process and furthermore in objects, services and organisations (institutions), which consist, carry, express these means and their manifestation. Culture is the relation of people to themselves and in this activity, which is manlike, different from the others (in actions, habits), he used objects and employed services. Culture is the relation of a man to another man and its manifestation according to the above. Furthermore culture is the relation of people to nature; to the objective nature; to the formed and under forming social habits. At least culture is the relation to the sign-type objectivity, their physical and servicing appearance to the institutions of guarding, producing and servicing. With all of these the system of the narrower culture was formed: science, education, arts, mass communication, culture, organisations and activities of electro-culture. Concept of the cultural sphere is the institutionalised dimension of the social life and the wider culture: it means the specialised activity system from material producing information, knowledge, saving, making (term), spreading (division) and receipting (consumption) the intellectual products and the related control.

Principal connections between culture and economy, the essential characteristics of modernisation are the followings: economy is part of the wider culture. Economy is globally specified, but working in the locally wider culture. The narrower culture depends on economy in short term, so the above discussed cultural sphere’s financing and operation. In long term the wider culture and economy depends on the narrower culture.
At the second chapter I went through that time’s theoretical dimensions of economical research of culture. Our research were settled around four main structural elements: 1.) analysing the theoretical and methodological economic questions of culture; 2.) the domestic fact approach; 3.) the international comparison; 4.) methodology of cultural forecast and planning. The object of the wider educational-economy is the examination of the economic connection of the cultural sphere. In the narrower meaning (the narrower cultural sphere) we examined outside of education and scientific research the institutions, productions, control and connecting social processes of culture; so not one or the other but all of these together and their interactions. The cultural-economy examines: quantity of the community and population’s devoted and devisable resources for culture, mechanism of using this and the influencing economic interest-system; management of the companies, institutions and organisations which take part at establishing and saving the cultural materials and services; economic theories which specify the function of the cultural institutions. Theses are the economic act-types that specify the cultural processes. Therefore the cultural economic researches are enclosed in the economic questions of cultural materials’ production, division and consumption. Using the theoretical and methodological knowledge of economic theories and the sectored economy on the field of cultural processes’ analysing, planning and managing; economic projections of some communities, families’ cultural forms, habits and cultural opportunities.

The cultural-economy is multiply a frontier area. It attempts to join the science of culture and the science of economy; therefore it is a functional economy, because it attempts to generalise theoretical conclusions. At the same time it is sectoral economy, because works with the functional mechanism and laws of the cultural sector (as an institution-system); industrial management, because it examines the functional specifics of institution types (e.g.: theatre, cultural house, library) which are related to a cultural sub- or specific-sector.

The international specific literature a number of people worked on social-economics, development theory called culture-economy, which took the stress on the cultural dimension of the social life. Others use the notion of culture-economy narrower as the arts’ economic connections, or narrower for the economic categories of the culture’s productions and products.
Searching for those periods’ theoretical historical roots through the connection of culture-economy, the review extended from the classical civil political economy to the infrastructure, consumption and the theories of cultural industry. Theories and models of economy could draw only those dimensions of reality, which parameters were accepted or could be accepted. The economic (exactly: economist) interpretation of culture was in close connection with the interpretation of productive and unproductive work and with the economic policy consequences from this.

Those people who worked with the explanation of growth and the possible acceleration of development introduced culture as a special economic problem. The essence of the direction of theoretical history: by the transition from “extensive type economic development” to “intensive”, it became more stressed that the outside factors were developing, a growing role of direct material production. The theoretical consequence: the relative backwardness of the whole infrastructure broke the economic growth and increased the standard of living, so relative backwardness of the cultural condition-system broke the social development and also economic growth. The cultural sphere came to the economic interest’s front when changes began at the producing method’s technical and structural dimension, in which the material and intellectual production interwove and when the different structural informational systems connected to each other.

There is no doubt that the economic analyses of culture was motivated by the fact that education stepped out from the school-system. Demands of the system of adult teaching, permanent education etc. gave work for the mass communication institutions, libraries and cultural houses. Behind these examinations there was a more permanent reason: the “human factor” needed not only the development of healthcare, education or generally services but also the insurance of cultural possibilities outside education. The outside artistic and cultural conditional system’s inner development required the comprehensive economic analysis, because the special institutions of direction of knowledge (radio, TV, newspapers, libraries, cultural houses) altogether became real industrial typed. Only one group from the economic connections means to cost so much money and needs managing and planning. The economic questions were at least important which
connected to the financial resources and the social division (to get and receive) the productions.

During those time’s socialist countries and at the domestic specialised literature the questions that returned full circle were the following: economic valuation of the activities of cultural institutions; production or the consumption type of the cultural sphere; fighting against the principle of remains planning and financing, endeavour to change the ratio of re-distribution; examine the regulation and functional mechanism of financing; work out the economically captivated and measurable planning norms; problems of consumption of cultural goods and services. During the economic research of culture we would have liked to answer the question: in the time of socialism actually who financed culture; what were the macro-economical tendencies; what were the dynamics and rations according to resources and aims. What were the measure, place and role of cultural sphere as a whole? What were the measure, place and role at the social re-producing of some sub- and specialised factors? What kind of requirements had the modernisation at the cultural sphere, and what did that mean in that field?

The unusual (analysing the connection between the notion of wider and narrower culture and economy) and specified (analysing the institutions and activities) literature of culture-economy did not come from the direct continuing of the conception of human capital and education-economy. These kind of researches were motivated by solving the artistic and cultural institutions’ real material problems, and the rise of the cultural industry. The approach and the interpretation of the results (in those time’s socialist countries) led back to the original political economic question: the problems of productive and unproductive work, and basis and superstructure. Authors from the west did not waste time normally by definition of culture, but examined real economical connections at some kind of cultural institutions’ function and development (or a product’s production). Therefore the economic examinations approaching social-theory and the concrete plans or sectors were divorced. As for the researches of the culture-economy it was typical at the socialist countries that they set out from culture-theoretical discussions and they tried to connect this with the economical examinations of the cultural institutional-system. The Eastern-European determination set out here, too: because of the practical and theoretical pressing they could reach the concrete only through the general.
On one hand at the analysed period the central theme of the dissertations were to stress the necessity of the communal financing, searching for the principles and methodological of the optimal financing. On the other hand the necessity to work out the more channelled financing. At that time we got into the shadow of a new informational, communicational (result from this production, making) revolution, but at home we had the previous industrial revolution’s problems.

As for capitalism the defined cultural goods came out as not article-like using values, but on the other hand the production process of these were eaten up by the logic of capital producing. Where the constructive lobby that created cultural goods could not fight with the market’s rationalisation of capital production goods so at that place the cultural goods coming out as communal, special public article, which needed patronage. The uniqueness, autonomy and the systemic coincidence of production and consumption of the product could not be made possible for mass production. That’s why the law of specific expenditure succeeded, and this closed out many times domination of economic rationalism of capital principle.

By the mass production of cultural goods and services the rationalisation and domination of capital production was spread out to the narrower cultural sphere of the social re-production. Cultural goods became real goods. While the logic of mass production became significant at the cultural production and consumption, at the same time the constructive activities, which created the essence of products, got stuck in the archaic economic sphere.

There began the meshing of material and intellectual goods’ production by the mass production of cultural goods. The role of the cultural sphere became extended and essential at the social reproduction. With its role’s changing it was broaden in dimension, therefore its notability in the national economy had thriven. The technical achievements of material production created new opportunities for art expressions and new forms for culture and acquirement. Achievements of the intellectual production became usable quickly and directly at the production of material goods through the system of mass production. Accordingly the logic of the industrial system itself enforced the quick and more inter improvement of human endowment; and attended on the cultural industry and through this the material production. In the course of this we could make the
conclusion that the broadest category was not the cultural sphere of the social reproduction but its informational sphere. Therefore on one hand every activity had an informational dimension. On the other hand the special activities for saving and producing information became bigger at the material, economic sphere of the social reproduction. For the third time the circle of institutions, organisations and people working with information were broaden by the social reproduction. Evolution of the new directions of culture economy could be the newer direction of flare. It was built on the wider notion of culture which took the whole social structure under examination; inside this it gave honoured notability for the institutions, productions and services of the narrower cultural sphere.

The collected empirical statistical and structural analyses at the third chapter are new in domestic literature. They had to create methodological thoughts to analyse (with really exhaustive work) statistically the financial tendencies of the period’s macro-economic culture. Items could be collected and systematised from really heterogeneous and heteronyms statistical sources. They had to find the quantitative differences, which were coming from the structural rearrangement and methodological changes. After these I did the dynamical, special sectionals and structural analyses.

From the years of 1948 until the middle of 1980’s the returning theme of the socialist ideology was that conditions of culture were insured by the state. Political documents and speakers laid stress upon this; it was the base of so much articles, and furthermore of the otherwise authoritative studies. The cultural act of 1976 had declared this, too.

Before the cultural party declaration of 1972 (it was the Central Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Labour Party) during the doubtless board and clear work they had found negative facts; but the systematically and scientific assimilation of the real system, measure, dynamic and structure of financing had not become real.
We could see from the studies’ analysis, reports and documents that the cultural relations and processes were essentially defined by the institution-system, which made and transferred the cultural goods. According to the rarely available facts and figures the state expenses of culture had decreasing tendency at the first five years plan (1950-1954), and at the second three years plan (1958-1960), too. Relatively high increasing year by year from 1950-52, but later the relative position of the cultural sphere was decayed. The dualistic disadvantageous approach for culture and production was highly got on.

Statistics measured services by outgoings. We could see from the items that the calibre of the tertiary sectors and not financial services were changed during the 1960’s. At that time the GDP was growing much quicker, at the course of exchange and at the comparative price, too, than the calculated added value on the field of cultural services. The latter’s’ growth was lower from the non-financial services’ enlargement; it was lagging behind from science, and could not reached the general dynamics of healthcare and social expenses.

In the period between 1970-1976 the gross foreign product was increased by 9,7 percent on average on running productive price. Increasing of non-financial services was lower (9 percent). The collected inputs from healthcare, social and culture were generally (9,6 percent) higher. It was caused by scientific outputs. The general enlargement measure by 9,7 percent of the cultural sphere was in connection with the dynamic infrastructure development programme. It was built in the regulation of education-policy 1972 and in the regulation of culture 1974, exactly in the fourth five-year-old plan (1971-1975). The ratios that were counted from items of running costs showed the unchangingness of the cultural sphere’s position. Using the comparative cost the situation was a little bit better on the field of measures and ratios. The result of this kind of multiple conversions could be vain because the cost-base of 1976 measured on the beginning of 1970 could show bigger absolute enlargement. At the second part of the decade the tendency was perceptible approaching the long-term average.
Between 1960-1980 the gross cultural costs of budget enlarged by 7.3 times, on yearly average by 10.4 percent. The enlargement was really waving, especially in 1960’s. During these years there were huge leaps, from the beginning of the year 1970 the spread was smaller, the yearly measures stayed around the average, and approaching to the year 1980 I could register decreasing measured enlargement. The detailed calculations showed that the enlargement of costs was a little bit quicker at the local governments, but slower at the central budget’s average. The spread of the average at the governmental costs was bigger, but at the central budget around the years of 1970 arranged around the average decidedly and quickly. All of these meant that the financial expenses of culture in the year 1960 the central budget and the local governments paid in 70 and 30 percent; this ratio changed in 1980 (rounded data) into 66-34.

When people talked about national finance of culture they thought about the previous items. The real situation was much more complex. The central budget financed the cultural companies from the line “support of companies and co-operative societies”. This gross support grew by 23.8 percent yearly until 1975, after this time change became moderated. These companies from 1970 paid tax; it was increasing by 12.6 percent yearly. Therefore the net state support of cultural companies showed large gaps, at the second part of 1970’s it was constantly decreasing, in 15.8 percent average by year.

The relative situation of culture within the national economy in the two decades examined was hardly changed. The gross cultural costs of the budget were between 0.2-0.3 percent between 1960-1980. The net cultural costs that included the citizens’ expenses reached and passed only in 1969, one percent of the gross national production. The gross cultural expenses from the national incomes were around one percent with enlarging basic tendency. The net cultural expense with the citizens’ costs from the national incomes changed from 2.25 percent to 3.12 percent. However we could see positive tendencies in the ratios these were not considerable changes; they were led back greatly to the changes of the basic calculation of national economic relations.
In socialism the ideological statement was that state expenses that were turned for culture were growing on real value, and the financing of culture was decisively a state task. I disproved with both statements on empirical basis by systematic analysis over a long term.

Growth was not balanced at all at the examined period. The significant changes that were closely connected to the political regulations then went on the decreasing tendencies quickly. It could be seen from the examination of rates. The position of cultural services was declined within the gross national production, the non-material services and the GDP (it was more on comparative cost, than on running cost); meanwhile the position of non-material services was improved. I examined with full particulars the financing of the cultural sphere according to their resources and the usage of the main special sectors; how it appeared according to the state budget and the national costs? The pulse of the public inputs showed capriciousness, and around 1970 it had a decreasing tendency. The pulse of the citizens’ inputs were various; interesting variances were general from the year of having television, from the middle of 1960’s; and from the 1970’s general increasing tendency was typical in the period. The running cultural costs (I stress: without investment!) of public (central budget, governmental budget, mass organisations, companies) gave the 17,3 percent of all cultural inputs, consequently 82,7 percent was paid by citizens. By impermanent fluctuations the bearing the burden of costs of citizens was growing until 1967 (88,3 percent), then not easily but “stopped” the ration 25-75 percent between public and citizens. Accordingly the population paid the 75 percent of the costs of cultural institutions. (Meanwhile “it was not inside” in wages, and according to the socialist state theories it could had been a state job.)
From 1970 the content of the cultural expenses of the citizens was broaden. Though they had this kind of costs, the data collectors started to collect only from this time photos, musical instruments and the repairing costs of cultural instruments. On the field of ratios between the costs of public and citizens from the year 1970 it was 20,3-79,7 and reached the 25,5-74,5 percent. Behind this there stood the development of radio, television and telegraph offices. Therefore: while the macro-economic position of public finance of culture did not change, the new institutions could save more and more from the support-enlargement that was just above inflation. So the old institutions’ relative and absolute economic position was declined, while their function was left. It was the basic paradox of the culture’s public financing and at least understandable fact for the authorities.

Until the middle of 1980’s the next overall consequences coming from the analysed statistical tendencies:

- The cultural investments were decisively for reconstruction or of supplementary type. Because of the cancelled investments huge needs accumulated. The differences of the maintenance among counties were cut down, but the inequalities within counties (or regions) were enlarged.
- The backwardness of cultural infrastructure (according to necessities and international scale) caused the detraction of the supply.
- The citizens’ cultural habits became determinate according to their home and infrastructure.
- The relative position of the cultural sphere did not change at the financing of institutions and activities; its part did not grow within the using of national income and the budget. The tempo of enlargement of the running inputs did not compensate the inflation from the middle of the 1970’s. The absolute growth of the inputs in the whole period covered the costs of the new entrant institutions and the new functions of the old ones. Therefore the “old” institutions’ relative position and their activities were not improved, but getting decayed.
- The structural realignment was notable within the state and citizen financing: the role of culture intervention based on the mass communication and electricity increased, the general forms came to the forefront, therefore they had deeper financing problems.
Suggesting the basic economic problems of the cultural sphere and the query of the economy-centralised social development essentially stayed in the cultural and ideological sphere. The economic development of cultural sectors did not get the part of economic strategy.

For the years of 1990’s this kind of broad report was not made. On statistical basis, on comparable mode by the previous period it could not be done. It was because the owners’ and the structural changes of “who-how-what financing” were really important, as the whole system was changed; the four sectors economy was worked out. But from the different analyses cleared up a tough historical rate: the public 25-27 percent and the non-public (market, non-profit, houses) 75-73 percent. Then I interpreted the structural changes instead of empirical, statistic tendencies. To work out the system (who, how and what financing) of today’s Hungarian culture financing was new in the specialised literature. In my essay it was also shown the modern scheme for the four sectored economy; analysing the notional connections of civil sphere and non-profit sector. The direct and hidden financing and the economic viewed laws’ critical analysis were the remarks on current meetings.

At the fourth chapter of my dissertation contains the complex analysis of cultural homes, especially between 1945-1985, by looking-outward. I presented the features of this important institution-system of culture-by-culture political documents, ministry papers, specialised literature of national education and sociology, reports and statistics. I made empirical based analyses at the dimension, on one hand politics of cultural homes, on the other hand money, regulators and pressures.

After 1948 by changing of power, owner and social-economic relations became real at the controllable institution-system of the power interest – instead of their differentiated organisations. The previous institutions of public culture had disappeared in two steps. By the change of the powers the original keeper and operator function were ended and at the same time by the beginning of the area the mobility of people and traditional community of requests were closed. The previous institutions and “structures” were liquidated with the socialisation of culture and with the build out of planning controlled leading system. The cultural house net what was established as the new institution of public culture became the tool of enlarging at the political regulation with two functions. On one
hand it was the actualised institution of agitation and propaganda of the local social economic tasks; on the other hand it was a service centre that complemented the autonomous culture-specialised institutions of the Cultural Revolution. The functions of institution of complementation and the agitation-propaganda were hardly incompatible in concept and structural methods, too. The pressures became outstanding when the institutions local type, functions of culture and social publicity were drafted. This work-structural pressure was enlarged by the fact that the cultural house was established as an originally "over-political" institution. The distrust atmosphere that originated from this fact was served the countable, measurable, and demolishable governing principles.

Changes were assisted by the outer opportunities and challenges, and the inner contradictions of the net. The third function appeared because of the cumulative demand crisis, the requests for independent facade cultural activities, the "place-hunting" of the young contemporary groups (on the whole different cultural demands); the task of public organisation and local public-creation. At the end of the 1960’s the tabula rasa was effected officially and formally, too: the so far ad hoc and extensive development politics were weighed by taking scale. They could not help the enlargement of the influence’s leading action for modernisation because the changes of the cultural attitude were restricted by cultural restrictions and financial possibilities. Financing of the so-called aufclerism (~ enlightenment) was left for the enlighten ones; meanwhile the setting mechanism often blocked the use of the gathered funds. The ideological and technical leading dimensions of cultural homes were controversial at the harmonisation of economic dimension and at the setting implement system. All of these intensified the existing crisis of demand and supply; there were no reserves for the changing necessities, while the demand that swallowed the means could not sold. If we look at this with the local characterised lacks of institutional supplies and with the centralisation-concentration tendencies we can realise clearly that the lack is not scalar but vectored; slack and lack became realisable together. These embarrassments caused confusion at the normally well acting institutions.
Next to these not only the leading and changing ambitions helped to make a living of the cultural homes. On one hand the companies gave support, because they made their task that was taken to them by the policy and at the same time they ensured automatically the visitor’s demand. On the other hand a part of the people effectively needed a part of the cultural homes’ supply! People needed the cultural home as a sub-institution and what’s more a place, where the audience could meet itself. With the still of the big territorial-social realignment waves the new (and old) inhabitants looked for social relationships in cultural homes. The cultural homes’ fourth, informational centre function was motivated together by the domestic society’s becomes complicated, and by the difficulty of see through the lack-economy and mass of information. Among the beforehand outlined frames, the so-called continual and technical disputes were going on around the told or untold understanding, mixing and parting four functions. A part of cultural homes had sub-functions (exhibition, theatre, feast, concert etc.), meanwhile the sub-serving and informational function was connected to this; it became a rather organising-developing of domestic society and interest-transmitter function.

The chapter contains (first time in the specialised literature) the running financial tendencies and analysis of the detailed, periodical investment data until the middle of the 1980’s. In the outlined conclusion that covered the time of today I put as a hypothesis that the institution system of culture was the place of formation of the civilian sphere and the non-profit sector. Furthermore, I examined today’s known new cultural opportunities, too.

At the fifth chapter of my dissertation I summarised the achieved results and outlined the researching tasks by categories.
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